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ART REVIEW

On Ledger Paper, the Fall of the American Indian
By HOLLAND COTTER

Near the beginning of the exhibition titled "Plains Indian Drawings, 1865-1935: Pages From a

Visual History" at the Drawing Center is a remarkable picture.

It depicts a figure as small as a child. perched on the back of a towering blue horse. Flames lick
around the rider's transparent body; a hawk hovers as if whispering in his ear. His raised hand
points to a red-and-blue specHed disk floating in a train of feathers. From his eyes and feet

quivering streams of enerry flow into the body of a man lying on the ground below.

The subject of the drawing is the "medicine vision" experienced by this prone figure, who is

literally stunned by the infusion of spiritual power. As striking as the visionary image itself is

the prosaic form it takes. It is meticulously dralvn with colored pencils on two blue-ruled pages

of a rgth-century accounting ledger, of a kind used to tally sums or to record shop inventory.

Nearly r5o drawings from suchled.gerbooks are onviewin "Plains Indian Drawings," andtheir
effect is equally exhilarating and disturbing. As documents, they reflect the extended calamity
of recent American Indian history. As art, they are a vibrant link between the great traditional
forms of American Indian work and contemporaryAmerican Indian work.

Before the Civil War, Indians of the Great Plains painted their records of tribal events and

personal exploits on stretched animal hides. In the postwar years, faced with military
aggression and territorial displacement they adopted the easy-to-transport medium of ledger

books, either bought from traders or scavenged from the bodies of United States soldiers on the

battlefield.

Curated by Janet Catherine Berlo and Gerald McMaster, the Drawing Center show includes the

work of three dozen ledger artists -- some known by name, others anonymous -- from the

Arapaho, Cheyenne, Kiowa and Lakota tribes. In the earliest examples, the pictographic style

and restricted palette of hide painting are still in place, as is its function of conveying prowess

and prestige.

In an image of two Indian men from tle so-called "Schild Ledger," dating from around r88o,

for example, the bodies are little more than stick figures, but the ornamental patterns on their
leggings and the details of their earrings and headdresses are rendered with detailed precision,
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as is the nipped-waist cut of the blue United States military jackets they wear.

The cultural blending is evident in many forms throughout the ledger books. In some cases, as

in this urbane sartorial double portraits, it looks benign. In other drawings, a sense of violence

overflows the margins and thin blue lines.

Scenes of fierce combat recur. In a drawing by the Cheyenne artist High Bull, a warrior
dismounts from his horse to deliver the coup de grace to two fallen men from an enemy tribe.

In another, by Bear's Heart, a row of United States soldiers, their figures massed into a human

battering-ram, advance on an Indian village. In a third, by the Lakota artist Red Horse, the

mutilated bodies of Army soldiers are strewn across the page as on a battlefield.

Violence takes subfler psychic forms as well, as in drawings by inmates in the prison called Fort

Marion in Florida. There in the 187o's, Indian men were educated for assimilation into white

society. In a drawingby one prisoner, Howling Wolf, inmates sit in regimented rows under the
gaze of a ferocious-looking white schoolteacher who wields a pencil as sharp as a knife.

Many of the Fort Marion ledger books were produced specffically for sale to the local tourist
trade. Whatever their destination, though, one senses in the pictures on display here a shrewd,

bitter, dogged impulse to perpetuate the realities of Indian life, both as a longed-for past and an

often grimbut resilient present.

Few books document the texture of that life as generously as the bound volume of 75 drawings

by the Lakota artist Black Hawk. Its range of themes is thrilling, from religious visions, to
closely observed pictures of various Indian groups, to empathetic depictions of the natural

world, as seen in the lovely drawing of woodland animals on view at the Drawing Center.

(The book, incidentally, is on one-stop-on1y loan from the New York State Historical

Association in Cooperstown, which has other Plains Indian ledger drawings from its collection

on display at its upstate headquarterc through Dec. 29.)

Even ledger drawings as accessible as those in the Black Hawkbook remain a complex

phenomenon, as mesmerizing as they are hard to absorb. Athough the often include scenes of
extreme physical and emotional tension, they are rarely expressionistic in the modern sense.

Images of pitched battles and courtships, imprisonment and village life, however graphically

dazzling, convey a near-Homeric combination of probity and candor that is extraordinarily
moving.

"Plains Indian Drawings," which has been organized by the Drawing Center and the American

Federation of Arts, will travel to three other venues across the country during the next year. But

visitors to its inaugural installation in NewYork City have a particular advantage.

They can go straight from the Drawing Center in SoHo a short distance downtown to the

National Museum of the American Indian, in the United States Custom House at Bowling

Green. There, matchless examples of the beaded moccasins and painted shields, feathered
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headresses and ritual instruments so lovingly depicted by the ledger artists are on view. There

is, quite simply, no greater art to be seen in this city. And the combination of those sovereign

objects with these compelling drawings is, as the saying goes, a match made in heaven.

"Plains Indian Drawings, 1865-1935: Pages From a Visual History," with financial support from
the Henry Luce and Rockefeller Foundations and the Lila Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund,

remains at the Drawing Center, 95 Wooster Street, SoHo, through Dec. zr; it will be closed on

Nov. 23. The show's tour, sponsored by the Philip Morris Companies, includes the Milwaukee

Art Museum (Jan. zt through March go); the Joslyn Art Museum in Omaha, Neb. (April z6

through July ry), and the FrickArt Museum in Pittsburgh, Pa. (Aug. 7 through Oct. r9).

Photo: A detail from "Medicine Vision," from "Plains Indian Drawings, 1865-1935" at the
Drawing Center in SoHo. (American Federation of Arts)
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